ADDITIONAL PLANTER INFORMATION

Materials: Most Stone Yard planters are hand made in both GFRC and Fiberstone materials for indoor and outdoor applications. GFRC and Fiberstone materials are appropriate for freeze thaw and coastal environments. Visually and texturally, both materials are the same regardless of finish color. Fiberstone is our proprietary material offering the most durability and will weigh approximately 60% less in weight to the same item in GFRC. The Syglos material option is available only on select styles and is generally recommended for indoor applications.

Finishes: All Stone Yard finishes are unique and hand applied. This process creates one-of-a-kind beauty and variation throughout the product.

Drainage Holes: Drainage holes can be installed in any Stone Yard planter at no additional charge but must be specified. Number of holes and size of hole will vary based on the size of the planter. Indicate any specific requirement for number and/or placement of drainage holes. Requests beyond what is offered as standard may incur an additional charge. For Stone Yard urns, drainage holes are available at an additional charge and must be specified.

Sealer: Each Stone Yard planter has an acrylic sealer hand applied to the outside of the piece.

Saucers: All Stone Yard saucers are manufactured only in Fiberstone material for maximum durability. The finish color of the saucer will match the color of the planter in either material, unless otherwise specified.

Waterproofing: All Stone Yard planters come with a basic interior coating to assist in retaining water. Even with resin coating, planters made in GFRC will over time, absorb and release moisture. For additional protection to prevent leakage, optional saucers, liners and/or interior sealers are available at additional cost. Fiberstone material is inherently a water-resistant material.

Casters: All Stone Yard planters come with cork pads applied to the bottom of the planter for floor protection. Recessed casters can be added to larger Stone Yard planters for ease of mobility. Cost of casters is additional and determined based on size and type of planter ordered. Please consult with Stone Yard design experts for more information.

Self-Watering Reservoirs: Available for most Stone Yard planters at additional cost.